AEROSPACE RESEARCH CENTER

GRADUATE STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES
The Aerospace Research Center leads interdisciplinary research to address air transportation and
aerospace challenges while fostering outstanding graduate and undergraduate student education.
ARC collaborates with industry, academia, government labs and other organizations.
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GRADUATE STUDENTS
Graduate students admitted to The Ohio State University may contact faculty in their areas of interest
to discuss research associateships at ARC. Programs supporting graduate student research include
MS (thesis/non-thesis) and PhD (BS to PhD and MS to PhD).
PRIMARY ASSOCIATED DEPARTMENTS
• Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
(mae.osu.edu)
• Electrical and Computer Engineering
(ece.osu.edu)
• Integrated Systems Engineering
(ise.osu.edu)

CONTACTS AND RESOURCES
• ARC faculty directory: arc.osu.edu/directory
• College of Engineering: engineering.osu.edu
• Graduate School: gradsch.osu.edu
• University research: research.osu.edu
• Campus tours: visit.osu.edu

LABS AND FACILITIES
ARC’s strength is in the depth and breadth of its expertise. Multiple laboratories each lead
investigations into various facets of air transportation. Custom-designed facilities are a critical
national resource for aerospace discovery, invention and solutions. From an on-site, working airfield
to laser-based diagnostic systems, capabilities correspond to a range of topics.

“Being a career Air Force officer, I was beyond impressed by the professionalism and aptitude of the faculty,
staff and students at ARC, where I was surrounded by world-class researchers in a family-like environment.”
Lt. Col. Michael Walker, ‘18, PhD Aerospace Engineering
Assistant Professor, The Air Force Institute of Technology

PROMINENT RESEARCH AREAS // VISIT ARC.OSU.EDU TO EXPLORE LABS
>> REQUEST INFORMATION: GO.OSU.EDU/BWUZ

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
Unmanned aircraft systems are the next frontier of aviation.
Researchers at ARC are developing solutions to advance
fundamental and applied UAS technology. Center personnel are
experts in a range of UAS topics, spanning from fundamental vehicle
design to algorithm and avionics development and flight testing. Visit
the ARC website to watch a video of the world-record-setting drone
built and tested at ARC!

AERODYNAMIC FLOW CONTROL
Maximizing efficiency through aerodynamic flow control is key
to achieving the next generation of performance improvements
in aircraft. The ARC team is leading advancements in this new
field of air transportation research, from fundamental to applied
projects. Researchers are recognized globally for their expertise in
utilizing modest energy inputs that enable significant performance
improvements in aircraft through natural flow synergies.

GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Research in gas turbine engines at the Aerospace Research Center
encompasses topics in jet propulsion and power generation. As
leaders in this specialized field, ARC researchers use their expertise
to drive engine improvements to reduce fuel consumption and
carbon emissions and enhance performance and safety. The gas
turbine teams at ARC are experts in developing solutions using hightech simulations, structural modeling and high-fidelity experimental
test environments.
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